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NEWS RELEASE 
 
ODIHAM, Hampshire, UK – September 6th, 2022 

Spectro | Jet-Care bring independent laboratory analysis expertise to SMM 2022 

(British Pavilion Booth #B1.OG.302 Hall B1 Upper floor) 

Spectro | Jet-Care, the leading independent laboratory providing analysis services to the 
global marine industry, will be exhibiting at SMM 2022 in Hamburg this week.  The 
analysis service is an important tool for condition monitoring and allows clients to better 
understand the health of their engines, propulsion units, hydraulic equipment systems as 
well as oil performance and condition.  
 
Joining the exhibition line-up for the first time enables Spectro | Jet-Care to offer its 46 
years experience providing fluid condition monitoring to the marine industry, via its three 
strategically located laboratories in the UK, USA and Switzerland.    
 
 “We have over 46 years’ experience in this technically demanding market and pride 
ourselves on the focus we give to protecting customers’ assets, ensuring they receive the 
highest quality service and technical guidance that only a truly independent laboratory 
group can provide” said Larry Rumbol, Marine Business Development Manager, Spectro 
| Jet-Care.  “We understand that vessels often operate in extremely harsh conditions with 
critical systems working at optimum levels, therefore our commitment to quality and 
customer service excellence allows customers to maintain serviceability of their vessels 
and ultimately to deliver a more effective way to manage their operational costs”. 
 
In addition, the work undertaken by Spectro | Jet-Care with major airline operators as 
well as its marine customers brings new levels of technology, accuracy and repeatability 
to this market.  In the air, machinery failure is never an option – Spectro | Jet-Care aim to 
make that a mantra for seagoing operations too, handling machinery breakdowns at sea 
should be destined for the history books. 
 
The Company’s three state-of-the-art laboratories offer a comprehensive range of 
services – Oil, Hydraulic Fluid, Fuel, Grease, Debris and Filter Analysis – plus a new 
addition, Fire Water Mist / Fog Systems - all developed to identify operational issues at 
the earliest possible stage.   In addition, all three laboratories maintain the same exacting 
standards and are supported by the highest industry recognised accreditation, ISO/IEC 
17025:2017 testing and calibration laboratory standard. 
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Contact: 
Alison Hayden, Marketing & Communications Officer, Spectro | Jet-Care 
Telephone:   +44 (0) 1256 704000 Mobile:   +44 (0) 7917 064552 Email:    alisonhayden@spectro-oil.com 
 
About Spectro | Jet-Care:   The Company has been at the forefront of condition monitoring services since 1976. Spectro 
| Jet-Care offer a comprehensive range of services – Oil, Hydraulic Fluid, Fuel, Debris, Coolant, Fire Water Mist, Filter 
Analysis and Engine Trending - all developed to identify operational issues at the earliest possible stage. With over 46 
years experience and specialist knowledge their unique partnership approach enables clients to rigorously monitor the 
condition of equipment - clearly, accurately and efficiently.   Spectro | Jet-Care has customers in more than 140 
countries. 
 
Further information is available at:     www.spectro-oil.com  
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